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Giedrius Subačius

the experts of Lithuanian in service 
of the russian empire: dmitrii kashirin, 
Zakharii Lyatskii, and andrius poidėnas
Summar y

From 1795 to 1914 the russian empire controlled Lithuania. it instilled a ban on 
Latin letters for Lithuanian texts that lasted for almost forty years (1865–1904). During 
that time almost sixty Lithuanian books in cyrillic (i.e., russian) letters were printed 
mostly by the initiative of the imperial administrators in Lithuania. underground 
Lithuanian books and newspapers were printed in Latin script abroad and dispersed 
by knygnešiai (book carriers) and read illegally in Lithuania. at the same time, schools 
that had been teaching Lithuanian were also closed and so-called public “russian 
schools” were introduced as a countermeasure to the spreading network of under-
ground private “home” schools, which taught Lithuanian in Latin script. 

the book The Experts of Lithuanian in Service of the Russian Empire: Dmitrii Kashirin, 
Zakharii Lyatskii, and Andrius Poidėnas (vilnius: institute of the Lithuanian Language, 
2011) recounts linguistic biographies of the three experts who served the administra-
tion of the vilnius education District to prepare, edit, evaluate, review, and correct 
certain Lithuanian texts in cyrillic. most of the Lithuanian cyrillic texts approved by 
the imperial administrators in the vilnius education District were distributed to the 
schools and the populace in the form of primers and public readings. in the rare 
cases of private initiatives to print Lithuanian books in cyrillic alphabet (e.g., that of 
Juozapas miliauskas), the experts were used by the administrators to criticize and to 
reject the unwelcome proposals. 

by and large this book deals with the life and work of kashirin, Lyatskii, and 
Poidėnas: the three experts producing and evaluating Lithuanian cyrillic during the 
1867–1901 period of the ban on Latin script. it does not cover, however, the initial 
period of Lithuanian cyrillization from 1864 to 1867, which is associated with the 
names of other experts: stanisław mikucki, Laurynas ivinskis, Jonas krečinskis, and 
tomas Žilinskis. 

1. Dmitrii kashirin

Dmitrii kashirin was born January 16, 1812, in russia, in the vicinity of the city 
of Penza. after graduating from moscow university, kashirin mostly worked as a 
teacher of russian in belarus (Pinsk, 1832–1842; bobruisk, 1842–1843). it was only in 
1844 that he first came to kaunas, a Lithuanian-speaking territory. in 1846 kashirin 
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moved to ukmergė, where he worked for more than ten years (1846–1855). then he 
returned to belarus (slutsk, 1855–1859) and in a few years came back to Lithuania 
(Švenčionys, 1859–1860; vilnius, 1860; kėdainiai, 1861–1864; kaunas, 1864–1867). af-
ter kashirin retired in 1868, he settled in kalnas estate (now the district of Pasvalys) 
where he eventually died July 3, 1896. 

1.1. Sources of Мóксласъ дель Ишмóкима
kashirin was given a task by the administrators of the russian empire in vilnius 

to prepare the primer Мóксласъ дель Ишмóкима РусишкоЛетýвишкосъ Грóмятосъ 
и Артымéтыкосъ (“a textbook of russian-Lithuanian script and arithmetic,” МДИ, 
1868). at the beginning, the administrators planned that the new primer would be 
prepared by Jonas krečinskis, who had previously transliterated a number of Lithu-
anian books to the cyrillic alphabet and who was only supposed to amend his book 
Буквáрсъ (“Primer”, 1865). however, krečinskis failed to fulfill the task in time, and 
it fell to kashirin. he had had some experience in textbook publishing: in 1835 he 
published his Грамматическiе Уроки Русскаго Языка (“Lessons in russian Grammar”). 
the book was severely criticized by vissarion belinskii, a literary critic and kashirin’s 
classmate from the years of Penza gymnasium.

regardless of the initial plan, kashirin was not preparing МДИ exclusively on the 
basis of krečinskis’ Буквáрсъ. kashirin collected most Lithuanian books printed dur-
ing the first three years of Lithuanian publications in cyrillic (1864–1867) and used 
them for his new primer. Finally, kashirin published a Lithuanian primer in cyrillic 
characters, which had been so far the most voluminous (127 pages). seven sources of 
kashirin’s МДИ have been identified (there might have been more): (1) Моксласъ 
Скай тима Рашта, transliterated by krečinskis (“a textbook of reading,” МСР, 1867); 
(2) Буквáрсъ, prepared by krečinskis; (3) Абецеле ЖемайтишкайЛѣтувишка by 
stanisław mikucki and Laurynas ivinskis (“an alphabet of Lowland [Lithuanian] and 
Lithuanian,” Абецеле, 1864); (4) Абецеле ЛѣтувишкайРусишка by tomas Žilinskis 
(“an alphabet of Lithuanian and russian,” АЛР, 1865); (5) a calendar of 1867 by 
krečinskis; (6) Актасъ иръ Потерей by Jeronimas račkauskis, transliterated by 
krečinskis (“act and Prayers,” 1867); 7) Сенасъ Аукса Алторюсъ by tadas Juzumas 
and račkauskis, transliterated by ivinskis, corrected by krečinskis (“old Golden 
altar,” САА, 1866).

kashirin used the sources to a different extent. From МСР he only adopted the 
lexicon of two prayers for the glosses (МДИ, p. 106); from Буквáрсъ he took the bulk 
of the Lithuanian materials (МДИ, pp. 14–22, 58–59, 61–87). he made use of religious 
texts of Абецеле as well as two secular stories and sayings and proverbs (МДИ, pp. 108–
19). From АЛР kashirin adopted most sentences and short texts putting them in two 
different places (МДИ, pp. 23–26, 88–99). kashirin made use of a single text from 
krečinskis’ calendar of 1867 (Трумпа Жійни апей Исикурюсюсъ Гивентоюсъ. . . [“short 
information about the Population. . .”]; МДИ, pp. 99–105); he might have referred to 
another text as well (МДИ, p. 107). kashirin included three religious texts from 
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račkauskis’ Актасъ иръ Потерей (МДИ, pp. 111–12). From Juzumas and račkauskis’ 
Сенасъ Аукса Алторюсъ he might have adopted some forms (e.g., МДИ, pp. 80–81).

kashirin treated the materials of the sources differently: some were substantially 
transformed whereas others remained untouched. the texts of МСР and Буквáрсъ 
underwent most modifications. Абецеле had fewer modifications. even fewer were 
found in АЛР. the text of krečinskis’ calendar of 1867 was hardly modified at all, and 
Актасъ иръ Потеряй remained untouched.

1.2. Dialects
the sources that were substantially modified (mostly МСР and Буквáрсъ, also 

Абецеле) testify to kashirin’s attitude to editing. First of all, kashirin tried to eliminate 
at least some features of the Lowland Lithuanian dialect: from Буквáрсъ (мýна → 
мáна; Памѣлинуты → памѣлинóти) as well as from Абецеле (анам → ямъ; кансня → 
кáсня). however, even after kashirin’s modifications several Lowland Lithuanian 
word forms were preserved; they had slipped from Буквáрсъ (гволей; прашалейтисъ; 
сóдни) as well as from Абецеле (вéлту; тусъ). 

When editing the texts of the sources, kashirin inserted some forms which most-
ly resembed eastern highland Lithuanian subdialects (the following forms were 
added to МСР text: Герáусисъ; паáугть; унтъ; to Буквáрсъ: гардумасъ; гауть; грай чáу; 
to Абецеле: атлайскъ; мань; Унтрасъ). kashirin knew some Lithuanian, the eastern 
highland Lithuanian subdialect.

When correcting the sources, kashirin added items which sometimes remind not 
only dialectal forms widely spread on the territory of eastern highlanders, but also 
those confined exclusively to Panevėžys subdialects. especially when editing the 
language materials from Буквáрсъ, kashirin used <o> to spell the acc. sg. flexion (ą 
in Pro to-Lithuanian; pronounced as [ọ] in Panevėžys subdialect): дено; ко; вайвóрикш
ти → лáумесъ сто (a similar form occurred when correcting Абецеле: мотино). 
kashirin, a non-native speaker of Lithuanian, might have spelt <o> due to the in-
terference of russian (the unstressed russian <o> is usually pronounced as [a]). 
however, kashirin preserved such <o> only in the acc. sg. flexion excluding it from 
other [a] positions, which probably shows that kashirin’s examples referred to 
Panevėžys subdialect. the monophthongized flexion <y> [ọ] in the position of the 
diphthong [au] (from Буквáрсъ) must have been adopted from the same subdialect 
(скайтáу → скáйту).

the МДИ Lithuanian fragments whose sources have not been identified include 
(1) section “Азбука” (“alphabet,” pp. 1–13); (2) two large sections “Калбэй” (“Dia-
logues,” pp. 27–35) and “Кáлбэй апе Аритмéтикосъ” (“Dialogues on arithmetic,” 
pp. 35–37); (3) section “Мѣрасъ” (“measurements,” pp. 120–24). all of them contain 
forms of eastern highland dialect, cf. “Азбука”: вáрла; лýнка; пáржинге; also “Калбэй” 
and “Кáлбэй апе Аритмéтикосъ”: лáйсть; сесяла; унтъ. such usage conforms to 
the fragments inserted by kashirin in the materials of the sources. only the section 
“Мѣрасъ” had no eastern highland dialectal forms.
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“Азбука” also has the acc. sg. flexion <o> characteristic of Panevėžys subdialect: 
жéмо; пялдо; лéпо. the same flexion <o> has been also found in two other sections—
“Кал бэй” and “Кáлбэй апе Аритмéтикосъ”: литото вáсаро; ддяло нáудо; тр
чо дали.

another feature of Panevėžys subdialect is concerned with the monophthongiza-
tion of the diphthongs [au], [ai], [ei] in unstressed syllables or syllables with ascend-
ing intonation in word-final position, cf. “Азбука”: пéтосъ павáльгю, also—“Калбэй” 
and “Кáлбэй апе Аритмéтикосъ”: ашъ тáу дáвю; Ту парáше грй.

still another feature of Panevėžys subdialect refers to the unstressed open word-
final wide [e] (in the position of the narrow [ė] in the Western highland dialect); cf.: 
“Азбука”: кýлтовя; “Калбэй” and “Кáлбэй апе Аритмéтикосъ”: дáвя; Мергáйтя.

to conclude, the sections of МДИ with unidentified sources “Азбука,” “Калбэй,” 
and “Кáлбэй апе Аритмéтикосъ” were definitely prepared by Dmitrii kashirin, the 
same person who edited and modified texts from Буквáрсъ and Абецеле, who somewhat 
spoke the eastern highland subdialect, more specifically, the Panevėžys subdialect.

the section “Мѣрасъ” has some features not quite characteristic of kashirin’s writ-
ings, like forms from the Lowland dialect, e.g., nasal gen. pl. forms stressed in the 
word-final syllable: аслунъ; грудунъ; лаукунъ (alongside the forms which have not 
preserved the nasal resonance: адину; мѣнесю; скистуму); also cf. iness. sg. минуто 
and the lexeme Пинингу. the above manifests the features of a person who knows 
the Lowland dialect fairly well. “Мѣрасъ” must have been adopted from some other 
text and not thoroughly edited by kashirin.

kashirin’s knowledge of Lithuanian dialects can be related to his biography this 
way: during a longer period of his life in ukmergė (1846–1855) and later, during a 
much shorter period in Švenčionys (1859–1860), he must have learned eastern high-
land subdialects (more specifically, of Panevėžys area [in ukmergė]); during his life 
in kaunas (1844–1846; 1864–1867) and kėdainiai (1861–1864), he might have learned 
some Western highland subdialects.

1.3. Knowledge of Dialects
When editing Lithuanian texts, kashirin made mistakes. For example, when cor-

recting a text adopted from Буквáрсъ, kashirin chose wrong grammatical number, 
case, and gender: Ансъ иштáйсы (игіѣ) сáу пýйкюсъ бáлнусъ (исáй гáва пýйкосъ 
бáлносъ); Аръги гáль бýть тэйсингай кáнтей свта? similar errors can be found in 
“Калбэй” and “Кáлбэй апе Аритмéтикосъ”: атняше іосъ тятýшей иръ матýшей; 
ду áкисъ. a native speaker could hardly have made such obvious slips.

an exclusive feature of kashirin’s publication МДИ is the corrections given in 
footnotes. they must have been made in abel’ syrkin’s printing house, when the text 
was being typed; some footnotes have a rather direct reference to the proofreader’s 
notes. (kashirin himself would not have needed to make references to his own mis-
takes; upon noticing, he might have easily corrected them in the text.) there are almost 
two hundred footnotes made by a proofreader; for example, he explained the mean-
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ings of the words павэйксласъ, тупти, and чиркшти, and claimed that Lithuanian 
had no neuter gender (kashirin’s кóжнасъ-нано), etc. such explanatory footnotes are 
quite unique in the history of Lithuanian press. one of syrkin’s employees knew 
Lithuanian much better than the author of the textbook. after МДИ kashirin received 
no further assignments concerning the Lithuanian language.

obviously, kashirin had had some skills in Lithuanian dialects: the eastern and 
Western highland dialects (including subdialect of Panevėžys area). his Lithuanian 
language skills, however, remained rather poor.

1.4. Spelling
in the texts produced or edited by kashirin himself, the principles of spelling are 

fairly uniform.
<ѣ>. Like krečinskis, kashirin tended to use the yat <ѣ> in Lithuanian word roots 

in cases where he identified a similarity with russian word roots (with the same char-
acter); thus, from Буквáрсъ he adopted бѣдóсъ; ужъ гéлѣжи; the words from Абе це ле 
corrected in the following way: аптурес → аптурѣсъ; светимас → свѣтимасъ. Where 
he saw no similarity with russian roots, he spelt <e>; thus, from Буквáрсъ he adopted 
вéнамъ; жéмы; the words from Абецеле modified in the following way: дѣна → де на; 
двилѣжувюй → двилежувюй. kashirin also spelled the Lithuanian locative singular case 
flexion as <ѣ>, which was typical of the prepositional case (предложный) in russian; 
so from Буквáрсъ he adopted вáргѣ; счéстіѣ; the words from Абецеле modified in the 
following way: савее → савеѣ.

<э>. kashirin used <э> to spell the first component of the diphthongs [ai], [ei] in 
unstressed syllables or syllables having ascending intonation; thus, the words taken 
from Буквáрсъ were modified to his liking: вáйкай → вйкэй; дáрбайсъ → дáрбэйсъ; 
some other words taken from Абецеле were corrected accordingly: Свейка → Свэй ка.

<я> was used to spell the sound [e]. krečinskis used it rather frequently; kashirin 
even more so; cf. some modified words from Буквáрсъ: герай → гярей; гивéнима → 
ги внима; also from Абецеле: вести → вясти; мес → мясъ.

<о>. kashirin usually spelt the diphthongoid [uo] using the single grapheme <o>; 
probably due to the interference of russian. thus, in Буквáрсъ he modified the forms 
of the highland dialect in the following way: Атидуоты → атидóть; Пуснуогасъ → 
пусногисъ. even in cases when he transferred krečinskis’ form, kashirin often added 
his own parallel form with <o>: Ансъ дуосъ → Ансъ дýосъ (Iисъ досъ); дýбесъ → дýбесъ 
(дóбесъ).

<ы>. kashirin did not insist on using <ы>; he rejected some of krečinskis’ <ы> 
graphemes used in Буквáрсъ: апъéмы → апъéми; Кенпынисъ → кемпине. however, 
in some words he preserved the character: высы; мокитынисъ.

<ъ>. kashirin tended to write the yer <ъ> in the word-final position after a hard 
(dark) consonant; for example, he added the yer <ъ> when transferring some texts, 
despite that in Абецеле it was not used in the word-final position.

<жа>, <жу>, <ча>. Following the rules of russian spelling, kashirin often used the 
characters <a> and <y> even after palatalized consonants <ж> and <ч>; for example, 
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Абецеле tended to adhere to the phonetic spelling; kashirin, however, introduced 
modifications: жоджюс → жоджусъ; ишведжяў → ишвяджау; Тречяс → Трячасъ.

the above illustrates only kashirin’s approach; still he was not very consistent in 
all sections of МДИ. For example, when editing Žilinskis’ АЛР, kashirin preserved 
his own distribution of <ѣ> and <е> as well as the character <o> to spell [uo]. how-
ever, he hardly ever used his usual <э> to spell the first component of the diphthongs 
[ai] and [ei]. neither did he, following Žilinskis, use the yer <ъ> in word-final posi-
tions. Limited modifications of АЛР do not suggest that kashirin necessarily rewrote 
the excerpts of the book in full, the modifications could have been marked in the 
printed text. even fewer corrections were made in the text “Трумпа Жійни апей 
Исикурюсюсъ Гивентоюсъ. . .” taken from krečinskis’ calendar of 1867; its spelling 
was hardly changed. three texts from račkauskis’ Актасъ иръ Потерей were trans-
ferred letter for letter (the book must have been released when kashirin was finalizing 
МДИ, and he might have had no time to edit the texts).

kashirin mostly edited the texts that did not appeal to his superior nikolai no-
vikov (МСР and Буквáрсъ); his dissatisfaction with the texts led to starting МДИ. 
kashirin devoted less attention to other sources (Абецеле and АЛР) or did not edit 
them at all (excerpts from the calendar and Актасъ иръ Потерей). the principles of 
editing the sources were not uniform, hence the very inconsistent orthography of 
МДИ. besides that the primer reflects kashirin’s limited knowledge of Lithuanian it 
also looks incomplete. there is no evidence that the administrators were boasting 
about kashirin’s publication.

2. Zakharii lyatskii

Zakharii Lyatskii was born January 7, 1836, in buslavichi estate in the borisov 
region (now Lahoisk district in belarus) to the landlord anton norbert Lyatskii, Do-
minik’s son, and the landlady regina (irina), Plevakov’s daughter. they claimed that 
their ancestry had stretched back to the famous family of Lyatskii, who in the time 
of sigismund the old (reigned 1506–1548) returned from russia to the Polish-Lithu-
anian state. the family of Lyatskii received the town of aukštadvaris and other lands 
as a present. When anton norbert, Zakharii’s father, was three years old (1794), both 
of his parents (Zakharii’s grandparents), Dominik Lyatskii and ona Januszewska, 
died. anton norbert seems to have been among the first in the family who rejected 
the catholic faith in favor of the orthodox. Zakharii had at least twelve brothers and 
sisters, and all of them were baptized in orthodox way.

Zakharii Lyatskii graduated from a cadet school in Polotsk in 1853, then from the 
first cadet corps in moscow with the title of an ensign (1857). he joined the Life Guard 
corps (Finnish regiment), graduated from nikolai engineering academy (1859), and 
worked on the construction site of the citadel of kronshtadt (1859–1860). Dismissed 
from military service for family reasons in 1860, he started his career five years later 
as a civil engineer of the state Property chamber in kaunas province (1865–1866), 
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then received a position as treasurer of Panevėžys district (1867). alongside his work 
as a treasurer, Lyatskii was also hired as a teacher of Lithuanian at the Panevėžys 
teacher training seminary (1873–1895).

Lyatskii was interested in Lithuanian: twice he published his article on the role 
of Lithuanian in tracing the origins of russia (1893), and once a small article on the 
origin of the name Aušros Vartai (“Gate of Dawn,” 1894). in his classes, reviews, and 
proofs, Lyatskii expressed his attitude toward Lithuanian, its spelling, origin of words, 
and dialects. Lyatskii was also interested in natural phenomena; he was an enthusi-
astic meteorologist. in mikolajevas, his estate of old Panevėžys, Lyatskii observed 
the weather, for many years he was writing letters to the ministry of agriculture, 
and was its corresponding member. he published a book A New Explication of all 
Types of Lighting and St. Elm’s Flames (Новое Объясненіе Грозы, Всѣхъ Трехъ Родовъ 
Молніи и Огней Св. Эльма, 1885) and articles on natural phenomena. For some time 
Lyatskii also worked as head of the Free association of Firemen of Panevėžys. he 
was engaged in constructing a mathematical scientific gymnasium and built a foot-
bridge across the nevėžis close to his home, which survives today as a pedestrian 
bridge. Lyatskii died may 30, 1899, in Panevėžys and was buried in the orthodox 
cemetery there. his wife elena, afanasii kovalevskii’s daughter, was buried in the 
same grave later.

2.1. Scope of Expertise
upon starting his career as a teacher of Lithuanian at Panevėžys teacher training 

seminary, in the eyes of the russian administration Lyatskii also became the chief 
Lithuanian studies expert. Lyatskii is known to have produced at least nine reviews 
on the suitability of various Lithuanian manuscripts written in the cyrillic alphabet 
for publishing: three reviews on the manuscripts of PM (Русишкасъ Моксласъ дэль 
Летувнику “russian Primer for Lithuanians,” 1875); four reviews on Juozapas mi-
liauskas-miglovara’s primers and songs, at least one on Lev tolstoi’s short stories, and 
one on Juozapas Liaugminas’ calendar. considering the period of low productivity 
for Lithuanian publications in the cyrillic alphabet and the fact that of all manuscripts 
evaluated by Lyatskii only four books were eventually published (PM and three short 
stories by tolstoi), a total of nine reviews looks numerous. Generally, before Lyatskii 
the genre of review (different from censorship) produced by a language expert in the 
history of Lithuanian publishing was not known. 

Lyatskii also wrote at least five certificates (equivalent to the censor’s approval) 
giving permission to publish the translations of Lev tolstoi’s short stories. moreover, 
Lyatskii also proofread Zavadzkis’ brochure (his numerous comments can be found 
on its margins) and the translations of tolstoi’s short stories. upon meeting with 
eduard Wolter, a privatdozent (associate professor) from st. Petersburg, Lyatskii ad-
vised him on the Lithuanian words in Jonas auksaburnis’ liturgical publication Дíевiшка 
Лiтургijа Швэто Jóно Аксобýрнıо (“a Divine Liturgy of saint John the Golden 
mouth,” 1887). as a secret trustee of the russian administration, he also translated 
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into russian two issues of the newspaper Auszra (1893), priest aleksandras burba’s 
two hymns, a fairy tale, and a prayer (1886; later burba was exiled to a monastery in 
Grodno for two years), and a brochure Praneszimai Lietuviszkos Draugystēs “Byrutēs” 
(“announcements of the Lithuanian society ‘byrutē’;“ 1893). Lyatskii reached the peak 
of his career as an expert of Lithuanian studies and linguistics at the ninth congress 
of russian archaeologists in vilnius (1893), where he was presenting a paper largely 
based on the facts of the Lithuanian language. Lyatskii also wrote an article on the 
origin of the name Aušros Vartai (1894) and authored two teaching programs of Lith-
uanian at Panevėžys teacher training seminary (his own in 1873, and the other with 
andrius Poidėnas in 1893). Lyatskii’s linguistic theories can also be found in the sur-
viving reports on the revisions of his classes (1875, 1890, and 1895).

2.2. Editing Русишкасъ Моксласъ
Lyatskii’s attitude toward the spelling of Lithuanian texts in cyrillic characters, 

and toward preferences given to some dialectal forms, can be seen in his reviews 
as well as his handwritten notes in the two texts he was proofreading: the third 
manuscript of Русишкасъ Моксласъ дэль Летувнику (“russian Primer for Lithua-
nians,” РМ, 1875), which has his notes in pencil, and Lev tolstoi’s short story 
Ишляйси Угни, не Ужгясинси (“if you Let the Fire out, you Will never Put it out,” 
ИУr, 1888) translated by ipolit Lyutostanskii and which contains Lyatskii’s notes in 
purple ink.

Lyatskii was correcting РМ in march 1875. the first manuscript prepared by un-
identified teachers of kaunas school Directorate in october 1873, reached Lyatskii in 
november or December. Lyatskii reviewed the text and sent it back for corrections. 
the text was changed by the teachers in august 1874, and this second manuscript 
was sent to inspector Pavel roshchin in september for review. the manuscript was 
then forwarded to the research committee of the ministry of education in st. Peters-
burg for approval. the committee approved only the russian section of the text in 
november; the Lithuanian section was not evaluated. the teachers of the kaunas 
Directorate took into consideration remarks made by the research committee of the 
ministry and sent the rewritten third manuscript to the vilnius education District. 
the teachers, however, were not capable of translating all russian texts of the prim-
er; thus, the typographer abel’ syrkin found a translator himself and attached his 
translations as an addition to the third manuscript (beginning of 1875). the latter 
manuscript, including the addition, reached Lyatskii in march 1875; in april his sec-
ond review and his modifications to the manuscript were sent to vilnius. the text 
was again rewritten in syrkin’s printing house (the fourth manuscript, June 1875). 
Lyatskii received it for the third review in July 1875. afterward, the text of PM was 
edited once more by syrkin’s printing house and published. thus, the manuscripts 
of PM had been sent from institution to institution more than twenty times. Judging 
by the efforts of the administrators in vilnius, PM, the most solid Lithuanian book in 
the cyrillic alphabet, must have looked exceptional for them. 
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2.2.1. Three Different Segments Prepared by Teachers

although the first two manuscripts did not survive, it can still be determined that 
after receiving the first manuscript, the teachers made some structural changes: they 
added several russian texts. after the approval of the second manuscript by the re-
search committee of the ministry of education, the structure of the subsequent two 
manuscripts did not change significantly. the only two surviving texts are the third 
manuscript (with syrkin’s translator’s addition) and the final publication. the third 
manuscript has three editing layers: the third (the teachers), the fourth (syrkin’s trans-
lator), and the fifth (Lyatskii).

some texts prepared by the teachers are the same as in kashirin’s МДИ; the major-
ity of them, however, come from elsewhere. the analysis of language and spelling 
has shown that the texts prepared by the teachers are diverse; there are at least three 
different segments.

the first segment consists of subsections rewritten from kashirin’s МДИ, the first 
three texts: (1) “Азбука,” (2) “Крáткія Предложéнія,” and (3) “Калбэй” (35r–46v). 
the teachers were often uncritically rewriting the texts from МДИ; cf. the forms 
that look adopted from the Lowland dialect: Бáлондес; іéйтус; Нумáй. the teachers 
also transferred the majority of the morphological forms of Panevėžys subdialect 
as they were given by kashirin: парáше (Lith. parašei ‘[you] wrote’); рáшто (Lith. 
raš tą ‘message’ acc. sg.) (sometimes, however, the teachers seemed to avoid the forms 
of that subdialect: Ашъ вси → Ашъ всю; Ашъ пашáукси → Аш пошáуксю). oc-
casionally, they added forms generally characteristic of the eastern highland dialect: 
дды → дé ди; гéлѣжи → гéлажи. thus, at least one teacher from the kaunas Direc-
torate involved in the preparation of the first segment must have heard the eastern 
highland dialect.

the second segment includes all subsections of the section “Краткія Статьи для 
Чтенія” (“short texts for reading,” 46v–68r) (eight of twenty-six russian subsections 
were translated into Lithuanian). at this editing layer, kashirin’s Lithuanian examples 
could have been used to a limited extent since he had only given Lithuanian glosses 
and questions. the key difference between the first and second segments was con-
cerned with the forms of the Lowland dialect used in the second segment (аденге; 
лонкун; Мона; пумпураля; пумпуруси). Particularly conspicuous are the features of 
the northern Lowland (Dounininkai) dialect in four subsections: (1) “Бува Венс Мажас 
Вайкелис” (“there Was a small child”), (2) “Битисъ антъ Паишкоима Медаусъ” 
(“bees [are] searching for honey”), (3) “Паукштилис” (“a small bird”) and (4) “Дауг 
Мету, Дауг Мету” (“many years, many years”): гійду; жіида; жійма; снѣйга; швейси. 
the remaining four subsections have more features of the highland dialect, but the 
Lowland dialect there is also rather distinct: (1) “Старикъ и Волкъ” (“the old man 
and the Wolf”), (2) “Малда” (“a Prayer”), (3) “Краликасъ” (“rabbit”), and (4) “Валя” 
(“Will”). the second segment may have been prepared by one teacher who knew the 
northern Lowland subdialect; afterward, four other texts (out of eight) may have been 
edited to a certain extent following the highland dialect.

the teachers of the kaunas Directorate did not clear up the confusion of different 
dialects obvious in МДИ; rather, the teachers’ texts became even more diverse because 
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they were prepared by the speakers of different dialects. the orthographic principles, 
however, were rather uniform in their texts. Differently from МДИ, in both segments 
the characters <ѣ>, <э>, and <ы> were avoided, the yer <ъ> was not used at all.

the third segment includes four short subsections: (1) “Малда прешъ Моксла” 
(“a Prayer before a class”), (2) “Малда по Моксла” (“a Prayer after a class”), 
(3) “Личбасъ” (”Figures”) and (4) “Тобличе Даугинимо” (“multiplication table”) 
(68v–70r). hardly any of these materials were prepared independently; kashirin’s 
glosses of the prayers were uncritically transformed into a coherent text. thus, noth-
ing can be said about the dialect of those who prepared the third segment. the key 
difference in spelling between the first two segments and the third is the usage of the 
yer in the latter. Presumably, if the third segment had been prepared by any of the 
authors of the first two, the yer would not have been added.

thus, the segments were prepared by at least three unknown teachers; their num-
ber could have been larger (cf. the editor who modified the northern Lowland text 
according to the highland dialect). their knowledge of Lithuanian was not profound; 
they often took to rewriting МДИ; and nikanor savel’ev, director of kaunas school 
Directorate, did not manage to find a translator to complete the work. after the teach-
ers edited the first segment (the text taken from МДИ) there still remained errors in 
the grammatical number (Мáре рейкалнгас), case (Нумáй áдарей), and tense (не 
мокеяу, не жинау).

2.2.2. Addition by Abel’ Syrkin’s Translator (Mordukh Levin)

the fourth editing layer is in the addition to the third manuscript of PM (i.e., in 
syrkin’s translator’s notebook, 71r–84v). the translator translated significant number 
of russian texts and completed the work of kaunas Directorate teachers.

syrkin’s translator knew the eastern highland dialect; cf. the forms that he used: 
атавэдэ; acc. sg. вену карту; жувели; кинтея; the words: dangtis (roof); kreklė (rafter); 
užubraukas (latch). the translator’s dialectal forms and lexicon show that he must have 
used the subdialect of utena (more likely) or anykščiai, or vilnius area (less likely).

Lyatskii considered syrkin’s translator’s work of much higher quality than the 
work of the kaunas Directorate teachers. indeed, the translator knew Lithuanian 
fairly well. he did not manage, however, to avoid certain mistakes—for example, in 
participles—mainly due to the interference of russian and/or yiddish. the translator 
used the singular nominative case flexion of the masculine active past tense participle 
to also spell the nominative plural ending and both feminine nominative endings in 
singular and plural (nom. sg. m. Снега паяутис арклэлис; nom. pl. m. Катинас ир 
гэйдис бува гивэнис; nom. sg. f. лапэ сэсэрэла, пріэдис жувю; nom. pl. f. бобос [. . .] 
сурекя, паматис пилкоя вилка). the translator’s half-participle did not always agree 
with the noun in gender (Кайп галэдама шаукя гэйделис). he was obviously a non-
native speaker of Lithuanian.

the most likely candidate for translator was mordukh berko Levin, featured in 
the list of the employees of abel’ syrkin’s printing house of 1877, who in 1855 was 
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allowed to leave the community of Jews in molėtai. Levin must have known the dia-
lect of syrkin’s translator’s text (molėtai is located in the area of utena) and was 
probably a non-native speaker of Lithuanian as well. 

translator Levin’s orthography was not always the same as kashirin’s or that of 
the teachers, which is indicative of Levin’s fairly independent views.

<ѣ>. Levin avoided the character yat <ѣ> (only very rarely he happened to write 
анѣ; свѣта); krečinskis and kashirin had used it frequently.

<ъ>. Like the teachers in the third editing layer, Levin omitted the yer <ъ> in word-
final positions (ветос; Пенас); although krečinskis and kashirin used the character 
frequently.

<э>. Like kashirin, Levin chose the character <э> to spell the first component of 
the diphthongs [ai], [ei] in syllables with the ascending intonation (герэй; гэйделис). 
Differently from kashirin, however, Levin liked to use <э> in non-diphthong positions 
(мэшка; Тилумэ). the character <э> was much more characteristic of Levin’s writing 
than that of the teachers, who were preparing the first and second segments of the 
third layer.

<я>. the character <я> was occasionally used by Levin to spell the secondary sound 
[e] evolved from [a] coming immediately after [j] (блогяу; іокяс). kashirin had used 
<я> much more frequently.

<o>. Like kashirin, Levin spelt the diphthongoid [uo] as <o>, probably due to the 
interference of russian and/or yiddish (cf. Ародос; клони).

<жя>, <жю>, <чя>. again, differently from kashirin, Levin tended not to observe 
the rule of russian orthography disallowing <ю> and <я> after <ж> and <ч>; his 
spelling was mostly phonetic (cf. арчяу; жюря; пасиджяугси).

there are quite a few similarities between the usage of Lithuanian by Levin and 
a proofreader’s corrections given in footnotes in kashirin’s МДИ (see 1.3). it is high-
ly probable that the proofreading of kashirin’s МДИ was done by the same Levin (a 
few differences in spelling might have occurred during seven years between the two 
editions). the scarce text of the footnotes, however, is insufficient to come to a firm 
conclusion.

2.2.3. Editing by Zakharii Lyatskii

this third manuscript that included the third editing layer by the teachers and the 
fourth by Levin finally reached Lyatskii’s desk. he produced the fifth editing layer 
writing his notes in pencil in both sections: the teachers’ and Levin’s.

Lyatskii corrected the Lowland forms of the teachers (алконунъ → алкону; му
нес → манес). Lyatskii himself added some eastern highland dialect features (ант 
жоли → ант жоласъ; важинеть). Like kashirin, Lyatskii sometimes used forms and 
words mostly known in Panevėžys subdialect: <o> in the acc. sg. flexion (апé мó ти
нос → апé мóтино; Кас эда мэсу → Кас эда мэсо); monophthongized flexion au 
(Аш бувáв → Аш буво; матав → мато), some words (suplegos ‘swings’). obviously, 
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Lyatskii knew Panevėžys subdialect. according to būtėnas, Lyatskii must have learned 
Panevėžys subdialect talking to people, when he worked as a treasurer of Pa ne vė žys 
district.

Lyatskii could have hardly had better knowledge of Lithuanian than Levin. Lyatskii 
made the same mistakes in the nominal case of participles due to the interference of 
russian (and Levin also probably due to yiddish). in some cases, however, Lyatskii 
made attempts to correct Levin’s forms, but rather than modifying participle flexions, 
he tried to change only their dialectal form (is to ęs), cf. nom. m. pl. Катинас ир 
гэйдис бува гивэнис → Катинас ир гэйдис бува гивэнес; nom. sg. f. ибэгис пэлэ → ибэгес 
пэлэ; nom. pl. f. Ошкелэс пажинис → Ошкелэс пажинес.

Lyatskii’s spelling also differed from any of the other texts mentioned.
<ѣ>. Lyatskii was quite consistent in spelling the flexion of iness. sg. e as <ѣ> 

(грудялѣ; мишки → мишкѣ; соди → содѣ). he seems to have adopted the singular 
flexion of the russian prepositional (предложный) case. several times Lyatskii used 
<ѣ> to spell the diphthongoid [ie] (мили → мѣли; пагáда →гѣдра). Lyatskii used <ѣ> 
not as frequently as krečinskis or kashirin, but more often than Levin.

<э>. Like kashirin and Levin, Lyatskii was inclined to spell the first component of 
the diphthongs [ai], [ei] as <э> in unstressed syllables or syllables with the ascending 
intonation (дделей ткай → лабэй тилэй; млестасъ → мэйлэс). he used <э> in 
non-diphthongs only occasionally (e.g., пас лáпес пéда → пас лáпэс пда), which seems 
more similar to the limited usage of <э> by kashirin rather than its extensive usage 
by Levin.

<я>. alongside the grapheme <e> (also occasionally <э>) to spell the sound [e], 
Lyatskii also introduced <я> (кялесъ; па вяжть; áпе дéдес → áпе дéдя). kashirin had 
used <я> more frequently, whereas Levin did that rather seldom, usually to spell [e] 
of secondary origin.

<o>. Like kashirin and Levin, Lyatskii used <o> to spell the diphthongoid [uo] 
(важýю → важóю; Дуокъ → Докъ).

<ы>. Lyatskii tried to avoid the character <ы> (дирбты → дирбти; іоты → іоти), 
still he sometimes wrote it (лéдус → лытас; тинáй → тынáй).

<жу>, <шу>, <ча>. Like kashirin and differently from Levin, Lyatskii tended to 
apply the rules of russian orthography in Lithuanian spelling (катé → капшукасъ; 
миллкурпэс → вайлокине чабатей; пэлэ → журке).

<ъ>. again like kashirin but unlike Levin, Lyatskii suggested using <ъ> in word-fi nal 
position (Клаўсикетъ; сарматосъ) and always emphasized this idea in his reviews.

<ў>. Like mikucki and ivinskis in Абецеле, Lyatskii suggested using the non-exis-
tent russian character <ў> with breve <˘> to spell the second component of the diph-
thong [au] (in digraphs <аў> and <яў>). at the beginning, especially when editing the 
teachers’ layer, Lyatskii used <y> with no diacritic more often (аушра; сиргау; тикряусе); 
further in the manuscript, however, the character <ў> became rather frequent (атаўшту; 
лайбяў; яўнас). the digraph <aў> was also used in belarusian spelling. the character 
<ў> in the manuscript of PM seems to be the only Lyatskii’s character modifying the 
graphics of russian alphabet.
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2.2.4. Editing by Mordukh Levin

the publication РМ is not a verbatim copy of the third manuscript with the texts 
and notes written by the teachers, Levin, and Lyatskii. the final printed text is clear-
ly distinct from all editing layers of the third manuscript: the modifications are more 
numerous than one could have expected from a proofreader at a printing house. 
before publishing, the manuscript should have been rewritten again (that fourth 
manuscript did not survive). the language, spelling, and corrections in the publication 
leave no doubt that in syrkin’s printing house the same Levin continued to work 
further on the text of PM. rewritten so many times, reviewed and approved, the text 
was edited again upon the initiative of the printing house, probably without the ad-
ministrators’ consent (which had also been the case before, when the language in 
kashirin’s МДИ was amended in footnotes).

Levin differently modified all three layers of the third manuscript: (1) the teachers’ 
primary text, (2) his own translation, and (3) Lyatskii’s editing.

(1) Levin modified the teachers’ layer according to the eastern highland dialect 
that he knew (дангáусъ → дýнгаусъ; уж гéлажи → ужу г[é]лажи). he avoided the 
Lowland dialect forms and words that Lyatskii had left uncorrected (дубéсъ → добсъ; 
мýсис → мýссе). he insistently inserted his favorite character <э> not only to spell 
(like kashirin and Lyatskii), the first component of diphthongs (грей → гярэй; 
пáбѣйгет → пáбэйгетъ), but also the sounds [e] and [ė] (дéдя → ддэ; Седéк → 
Сэдкъ). Levin very rarely inserted the character <я> (клис → кéлясъ; мджес → 
мджясъ) and tried to avoid the yat <ѣ> altogether (дѣль → дель; Не норк → Не 
норéкъ). the yer <ъ> used in word-final position made the text very different from 
his own translation; it might have been an allowance to Lyatskii’s requirement.

(2) Levin showed considerable tolerance in his own translation by preserving the 
majority of forms of the eastern highland dialect (слункчя; ужалинейсъ); he did not 
change the historically and geographically limited lexicon (дунгуеясъ; су ужубрауку). 
he only sometimes amended one or another aspect of his own language: added a 
diminutive suffix (гричя → гричяла; Паукштис → Паукштелисъ); several times 
eliminated the eastern hard (dark) [l] (су сэняла → су сэняли; Сэняла → Сэняле); 
occasionally edited words (Веяс крата ругюс → Веясь крата кулюсъ; клони → Клоими). 
the orthography was touched upon by himself also only occasionally: several times 
Levin inserted <э> (герей → герэй) and <я> (сэджа → сэджя), eliminated the previous 
unintentional <ѣ> (анѣ → ане); or accidentally inserted it (вешкели → вѣшкели). 
again, the most distinct difference from the spelling in his own translation was the 
yer added in the word-final position.

(3) Levin let into the publication quite a few modifications, suggested by Lyatskii, 
on the language and orthography of the teachers. sometimes, however, Levin modified 
some of Lyatskii’s forms of Panevėžys subdialect (гедóе → гедóей; млте → милтáй). 
also Levin introduced into Lyatskii’s corrections some forms of the eastern highland 
dialect (жýсю; ужолай). Levin replaced some words of the teachers or Lyatskii (ишпильда, 
крéмту, машна, скрида); sometimes the teachers’ rather than Lyatskii’s word was ac-
cepted (кáйлис), or both options were combined: палка (пагались); шáлисъ (пýсе).
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Levin had an opportunity to review his own translations after Lyatskii’s correction; 
Lyatskii’s modifications, however, were scarce. Levin accepted some of Lyatskii’s dia-
lectal corrections (cf. Levin’s атадара → Lyatskii’s атидара ↔ Levin’s later preserved 
атидара; гуля → гули ↔ гули). Levin also approved of Lyatskii’s efforts to more fre-
quently mark palatalized consonants used in word-final position and did not object 
to his amendments (дэль; ужшальть). Levin preserved the nominative flexions of 
active past participles modified by Lyatskii; in this case Levin must have trusted 
Lyatskii more than himself. Lyatskii, however, modified only some occurrences of 
Levin’s participle endings. in the final publication some participle flexions were spelled 
in Levin’s style and some in Lyatskii’s.

still, Levin often restored his own forms (бучіоя → бучіои → бучіоя; соди → содѣ → 
соди). he did not particularly like Lyatskii’s third-person present tense flexion ji (бучіои, 
жаліои); he restored his own ja (бучіоя, жаліоя). Levin was unwilling to refuse the 
eastern highland [u·] in the Proto-Lithuanian position of ą (Друсэй), or [i·] in the posi-
tion of ę (не атсигриждама), or [un] in the position of an (унксти). sometimes he also 
kept a variant of Lyatskii: анксти (унксти). Generally, Levin insisted on his own pho-
netic eastern highland forms that were most noticeable to him.

Levin modified Lyatskii’s spelling by adding to the quantity of the character <э>; 
but he completely rejected <ў>. in general, he must have inserted into the final pub-
lication more of his own language facts without Lyatskii’s noticing. also, Levin knew 
the Lithuanian language at least slightly better than Lyatskii.

2.2.5. Русишкасъ Моксласъ: Several Editing Layers
in РМ, at least six editing layers can be identified. eight more layers can be seen in 

its prototype МДИ. a possibility to reconstruct over ten editing layers makes us think 
that PM language and spelling were the most inconsistent among Lithuanian publica-
tions of the time. the PM structural complexity and a possibility to identify its layers 
can be illustrated by the following example: krečinskis’ (Буквáрсъ): Та мýса трóба 
(стýба, секличе) → kashirin’s (МДИ) Та мýса трóба (стýба, céкличе буднкасъ → the 
teachers’ Та мýсу трóба (céкличе) → Lyatskii’s Та мýсу céкличе (трóба) → Levin’s Та 
мýсу cкличе (трóба). to kashirin’s three synonyms (трóба, стýба, секличе) kashirin 
added the fourth: буднкасъ. the teachers did not accept kashirin’s addition; they also 
deleted krečinskis’ third synonym стýба, thus, only трóба (céкличе) remained; the 
teachers also modified the Lowland Lithuanian мýса given by krečinskis into the high-
land Lithuanian мýсу. Lyatskii swapped the two synonyms: céкличе (трóба). Levin 
accepted Lyatskii’s swap but substituted <> for <é>. Finally, of krečinskis’ three words, 
only two remained in the PM publication: cкличе (трóба); their sequence was decided 
by Lyatskii, and the character <> was chosen by Levin. the highland form мýсу was 
the teachers’ choice.

thus, mordukh Levin, syrkin’s translator and editor, can be treated as the key 
language and spelling editor and proofreader of PM. Lyatskii could be called Levin’s 
“assistant,” followed by the contribution of at least three teachers and a small share 
of work done by kashirin, a preparer of the prototypical МДИ, as well as krečinskis, 
mikucki, ivinskis, and Žilinskis, the authors of the prototypical sources of МДИ.
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2.3. Linguistic Attitudes
2.3.1. Comparative Linguistics

Lyatskii was known for his interest in comparative linguistics. his inclination was 
manifest in his two programs of teaching Lithuanian in the Panevėžys teacher train-
ing seminary (1873 and 1893), a report on Lyatskii’s classes by director stepan bo-
richevskii (1875), three revisions of Lyatskii’s classes (1875, 1890, and 1895), Lyatskii’s 
paper for the ninth congress of russia’s archaeologists in vilnius (1893), his reviews, 
and finally, the memoirs about Lyatskii collected by Petras būtėnas. at that time, Lyatskii 
was not the only one interested in linguistic theories on kinship between Lithuanian 
and russian. For example, Jonas krečinskis wrote to Laurynas ivinskis (1878) that he 
was interested in identifying if Lithuanian was closer to old slavonic or russian and 
asked ivinskis to translate some phrases into Lithuanian for this purpose. 

in the program of teaching Lithuanian (1873) Lyatskii explained that Lithuanian 
words and their derivatives should be learned by comparing Lithuanian and russian 
or other slavic roots. in his report on the revision of Lyatskii’s classes (1875) inspector 
Pavel roshchin claimed that Lyatskii had tried to teach Lithuanian by comparing it 
to russian; that he had not only contrasted the languages, but also “moved Lithuanian 
closer to russian;” that he had sometimes over-exaggerated the similarities between 
roots and flexions. the seminary’s director, stepan borichevskii, pointed out in 1875 
that Lyatskii used the method of discovering russian words by dropping the flexions 
of Lithuanian words and replacing the letters. another inspector, nikanor odintsov, 
in 1890 came to the conclusion that Lyatskii was a specialist of Lithuanian; his frequent 
comparisons of Lithuanian forms and words with those in similar languages (slavic 
and russian) were taken for proof of his expertise in comparative linguistics. Lyatskii’s 
student vladimir Lukin recalled Lyatskii’s claims that Lithuanian was very old and 
originated from sanskrit; Lyatskii used to demonstrate a significant kinship between 
Lithuanian and russian: arklas and соха (plow), karvė and корова (cow), and galva and 
головка, глава (head).

When reviewing ipolit Lyutostanskii’s translations of Lev tolstoi’s short stories 
(1888), Lyatskii praised the Lithuanian words similar to russian and sneered at the 
Lithuanian purists who tried to avoid such similarities at any cost; Lyatskii referred 
to them as only pretending to the name of an expert (whereas Lyutostanskii was a 
real expert in his eyes). if such a pretender were to translate the russian sentence 
идти по слѣдамъ зверя (“to follow the tracks of an animal”), he would never have 
said эйти слядэйсъ жверя; rather, he would attempt to find an expression less similar 
to the russian equivalent, like секёти жверя педэйсъ. Lyatskii also attributed eduard 
Wolter, a privatdozent of st. Petersburg university, to the category of extreme purists. 
they had met in Panevėžys in 1887 to discuss the Lithuanian language in Wolter’s 
book that was in preparation Дíевiшка Лiтургijа Швэто Jóно Аксобýрнıо. Later, 
however, Lyatskii was quite sarcastic about the book.

in his review of Juozapas miliauskas’ Lithuanian Alphabet (1883), Lyatskii emphasized 
the obvious similarity between Lithuanian and russian. he established a rule appli-
cable to a large number of Lithuanian words translated into russian: the endings -асъ 
or -исъ should be dropped; like in снѣгасъ – снѣгъ, if the meaning still remained unclear 
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(i.e., a russian speaker failed to identify the word), an attempt should be made to replace 
“transferrable” sounds, for instance: сталасъ – столъ; ругисъ – рожь. the dropped 
Lithuanian flexion -асъ should be replaced with the russian marker of hardness <ъ>, 
and the dropped Lithuanian ending -исъ with the russian marker of softness <ь> 
(акменисъ – камень). Lyatskii thought that the Lithuanian and russian genitive and 
dative cases had the same flexions. even the infinitive flexions in both languages as 
well as conjugations seemed the same for him. his second program of teaching Lithu-
anian (1893) included a requirement that in the last grade at seminary, students were 
to be taught about only a seeming difference between Lithuanian and russian; the 
analysis of words (пчела, рожь) should have proved that russian words had originated 
from Lithuanian and not vice versa (in the program of 1873 the direction of change was 
of less concern to Lyatskii, which attests to the later modification in his thinking). 

most of Lyatskii’s ideas about the relationship between Lithuanian and russian 
can be found in his paper delivered at the ninth congress of archaeologists (1893). 
there Lyatskii described Lithuanians as a russian tribe; he claimed that one of russian 
tribes was called Lithuanians (“Русскій Князь Рюрикъ избранъ [. . .] изъ русскаго 
племени, которое нынѣ зовется литовцами”). Lyatskii also discussed the common-
ality of Lithuanian and old russian (“общности литовскаго и древне-русска го 
языка”). he even discerned a causal relationship: if a word was used in Lithuanian, 
it must have been used in old russian, too (“Печенеги означаетъ Плечеголые, потому 
что по-Литовски, а значитъ и по древне-русски, ‘печей’ – плечи, а ‘ноги’ – нагіе, 
голые”). the Lithuanian language for him was merely a synonym of Old Russian (“На-
званъ же онъ вильнымъ [. . .] отъ древне-русскаго, а нынѣ литовскаго слова ‘виль-
нисъ’ – волна”). Lyatskii’s method of analysis did not discriminate between examples 
of Lithuanian and russian or slavonic; he seemed to be discussing the features of a 
single language. Professors adalbert bezzenberger and alexander kochubinskii did 
not allow Lyatskii to finish reading such a paper at the congress.

because of comparative linguistics Lyatskii lost the trust of administrators in the 
vilnius education District. the next revision of Lyatskii’s classes by odintsov (1895) 
was very critical. the inspector claimed that Lyatskii did not follow the program, the 
students were unable to decline, Lyatskii failed to make the required entries in the 
class register, and five students even managed to correct their unsatisfactory grades 
in the register in Lyatskii’s presence. odintsov did not mention a single word about 
language comparison; the period of praising Lyatskii’s linguistics was over. the vil-
nius education District overseer nikolai sergievskii suggested to Lyatskii that he think 
about whether he felt capable of correcting his mistakes and continuing his teaching 
of Lithuanian in the seminary. Lyatskii grasped the hint and retired (1895). 

2.3.2. Sound Shifts: Rules and Laws

Lyatskii defined rules and laws that he explained to his students, described in his 
articles and reviews.

Consonant shift. in the program of teaching Lithuanian (1873) Lyatskii claimed that 
the characters “transferred” from one to another, for example, the russian <c> in 
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Lithuanian had transferred to <Ж> (смочь – Жмогусъ), <ж> to <з> (Lith. Жяме – russ. 
земля), <г> to <ж> (Lith. [?] Гало, гяло – russ. жало; Lith. Ругисъ – russ. рожь), <ш> 
to <с> (Lith. Прошить – russ. просить). such “transfers” could be referred to as the 
laws of consonant shift. in one law, the shift was from Lithuanian to russian, in the 
remaining three—from russian (slavic) to Lithuanian (no distinct chronological di-
mension). in his first review of PM (1873), Lyatskii mentioned still another shift: from 
<т> to <ч>, since, according to him, the participle турентисъ was sometimes pro-
nounced as туренчисъ, but it was exclusively a shift of Lithuanian. in his review of 
miliauskas’ Lithuanian Alphabet (1883) Lyatskii gave an example of the shift that had 
been mentioned in the program <г> – <ж> (ругисъ – рожь). in the program, however, 
he discussed the letter shift (буква переходитъ), whereas in the review he spoke of 
the sound shift (переходные звуки). During ten years Lyatskii’s ideas and their word-
ing became more precise.

For the ninth congress of archaeologists, Lyatskii pointed out to the largest num-
ber of consonant shifts: к=х=с (blr. Гелендрикъ—scythian Гелендрисъ), с=х=г (russ. 
Порогъ—russ. прахъ), х=с (russ. [?] турулосъ – russ. туровъ лохъ; Lith. муся – russ. 
муха), с=ш (Lith. виртасъ [i.e., виршасъ] – russ. верхъ), б=п (Lat. Борусы – russ. 
Поруссы), ш=с=х (russ. Волошьская – russ. Волоховъ). Lyatskii did not clearly iden-
tify the direction of change; he blended the examples of many languages as though 
all of the languages would follow the same laws; Lyatskii used russian, Lithuanian, 
scythian, belarusian, or even Latin according to his needs. Lyatskii’s shift could be 
graphically represented as follows: к=х=с=г=ш, and equally applied to all the lan-
guages he mentioned.

Lyatskii repetedly discussed the same consonant shift in his article on the origin 
of the name of Aušros Vartai (1894): Lith. [ž] <ж> → russ. [z] <з> (ажъ, – азъ, – я; ауж
ра – заря). since neither the word aušra (‘dawn’) nor aš (‘i’) followed Lyatskii’s law, 
he undertook to spell the above words with <ж> [ž], which he said was the correct 
way. all in all, the overall number of Lyatskii’s consonant shifts could have been more 
than ten (some of them were three member shifts: к=х=с, с=х=г, ш=с=х).

Vowel shift. in the program of teaching Lithuanian (1873) Lyatskii identified a law 
of “transferred” vowel characters in two Lithuanian dialects. according to him, in the 
highland dialect <e> “transferred” to <я>; in the Lowland dialect <e> was preserved 
(cf. the highlanders’ мядисъ, гялажа and the Lowlanders’ медисъ, гялаже). Lyatskii 
might have heard a more open [e] in the highland than in the Lowland dialect. in his 
review of miliauskas’ Lithuanian Alphabet (1883), Lyatskii mentioned transferrable 
sounds (not characters any more) [a] – [o] (сталасъ – столъ). in his paper for the ninth 
congress of archaeologists he also wrote about other vowel shifts: [o] and [e] (russ. 
[?] есупи – russ. [?] осупи), [u] (<у>) and [ы] (<ы>) (russ. осупь – russ. осыпь). it was 
obvious to Lyatskii that in the latter shift [u] (<у>) was older and more frequent in 
Lithuanian than russian (Lith. сунасъ – russ. сынъ, Lith. сурасъ – russ. сыръ, Lith. 
бути – russ. быть). thus, at this point Lyatskii at least perceived the direction of 
change in accordance to the understanding of contemporary comparative linguistics.

the program of 1893 specified that the “transferrable” sounds should be taught 
in the final year of study at the seminary.
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Nasal vowels, merged vowel. Lyatskii knew about nasal vowels in old slavonic (russ. 
юсы) and tried to identify their equivalents in Lithuanian. in the program of 1873 he 
identified the following shift: Lith. жантасъ – russ. зять – Pol. зенть. he must have 
meant the shift of the Lithuanian [en] to the russian [e], but after the character <ж> 
he wrote <aн>, in accordance with the spelling rules of russian. For some reason 
Lyatskii discerned the reflex of nasal vowels in his favorite example ругисъ – рожь. 
in his review of miliauskas’ Lithuanian Alphabet (1883) Lyatskii introduced his theory 
claiming that in positions where in slavic a nasal character was used, Lithuanian had 
a merged nasal vowel (слитной гласной юсовой), it is a voiced sound in which the vow-
els [a], [o], and [u] were as if merged together. Lyatskii gave such an example: the 
word жȯсисъ ~ žąsis (goose) had different realizations in different dialects: in one the 
sound [u] was more distinct, in another—the sound [a], and in the third—the sound 
[o] (жусисъ, жасисъ, жосисъ) was heard. Lyatskii treated the vowel sound in the root 
of the word žąsis that he noticed differently produced in three different dialects as a 
single merged sound. it is a non-existent sound reconstructed by Lyatskii; to spell it, 
he introduced a special grapheme with a dot above <ȯ>. in other words, Lyatskii 
projected the sounds of the dialects into the earlier phase of language development. 
Lyatskii claimed to have heard other vocalic varieties of the root in the word žąsis; 
according to him, some Lithuanians pronounced it as жонсисъ (with <н>).

in the program of 1893, Lyatskii referred to a variety of vowels used in one word 
вьнъсъ (vienas one). it leads to an idea that Lyatskii must have thought about another 
“merged” vowel (even though not nasal) in the root of the word vienas. Lyatskii must 
have reconstructed one sound <ь>, whose reflexes in the dialects were pronounced 
in different ways.

as provided in the seminary program of teaching Lithuanian (1893) the nasal vow-
els and merged sounds were to be taught by Lyatskii in the highest (last) grade.

Wordinitial sound. in his article on the origin of the name Aušros Vartai (1894), 
Lyatskii identified another law not mentioned elsewhere in his writings. the law 
focused on the word-initial vowel (альдія – ладья; акменисъ – камень; аужра – заря); 
Lyatskii must have thought that some Lithuanian words in initial positions had vow-
els which were not found in the russian equivalents. that, he thought, was evidence 
to prove that Lithuanian words were of slavic origin.

2.3.3. Etymology

Lyatskii was fond of etymology. in the program of Lithuanian (1873) he claimed 
that the word Lietuva (Lithuania) had originated from lietus (rain). he thought that 
the root of the word žmogus (man, human) was the same as that of the russian смочь 
(be capable of); thus, the word žmogus in Lithuanian had the meaning of “capable of 
doing everything, omnipotent.” in his paper for the ninth congress of archaeologists 
(1893) Lyatskii treated the word variagai (varyags) as related to the Lith. varyti (to 
drive, chase). the place-name Vilnius, according to him, was directly originated from 
the word vilnis (wave) and was chosen in reference to the hilly, or wavy, area. Lyatskii 
treated the name of the russian nation Руссъ as related to the Lith. ruošti (to prepare) 
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or “русти” (to move) (as if related to Pol. “рухать”). the word žemaičiai (Lowlanders), 
according to him, originated from the word žiema (жема winter); it was misleading, 
he thought, to compare žemaičiai with žemė (жяме land) and consider Lowlanders a 
peculiar kind of netherlands. Samogitai (samogitians), the Latin name for the Lithu-
anian Lowlanders, was treated by Lyatskii as originating from samanos (moss). Lenkai 
(Poles) was related to the Lith. lenkti (to bend). Lyatskii believed that the name of the 
river Nemunas originated from mainyti (change), because the river did not change its 
flow. the place-name Minsk, he thought, was made from mėlynė (bilberry), because 
the surroundings of the place were full of bilberries even during Lyatskii’s time. Ala
nai (alans) for him was a people who lived on the hills of Alauni; its name was sup-
posedly derived from the Lith. uola (rock). Lyatskii lived in an estate of old Panevėžys 
and the river nevėžis flowed right by his back yard; he thought of the etymology of 
Nevėžis in reference to the saying Ногъ Швента Казимира вежа крипстъ (“From 
st. casimir’s the rut is uneven; it is the ice is melting and the ground gets wet and 
does not support a carriage”). he must have interpreted the word вежа (rut) as a road; 
so the nevėžis for him was “a river and not a road.” evidently, Lyatskii considered 
it was not suitable for navigation.

in his article on the origin of Aušros Vartai (1894) Lyatskii interpreted the Lith. 
gas pada (house, farm) as “immovable property,” which let him derive the russ. го
спо динъ from gaspada with the meaning of “proprietor.” the Lith. sūdaris for him 
was “a maker of the court proceedings;” thus, the russ. сударь must have been its 
shortening.

Lyatskii’s inclination to construct etymologies shows his interest in the language 
history as well as the popularity of comparative linguistics in general; simonas Dau-
kantas (1793–1864) had also constructed many unproven etymologies. at the end of 
the nineteenth century, however, after more than fifty years, Lyatskii’s etymologies 
did stand out as more controversial in the contemporary research context.

2.3.4. Dialects

the administrators of the vilnius education District and the teachers of the 
Panevėžys teacher training seminary usually failed to see difference in terms Lowland 
language and Lithuanian language. nevertheless, they gave preference to the word 
Lowland, since both those who were born as Lowlanders and those born in kaunas 
province were considered speakers of the same Lowland language. in Panevėžys, the 
name of officially taught language was Lowland rather than Lithuanian. sometimes 
in correspondence Lowland was called a dialect and not a language with no distinct 
difference: the Lowland/Lithuanian language/dialect. 

When invited to teach (1873) Lyatskii showed a higher awareness of dialects. in 
his letter, the seminary’s director borichevskii wrote that Lyatskii knew the Lithuanian 
(i.e., Highland Lithuanian) dialect spoken in kaunas province and not the Lowland one. 
Lyatskii must have perceived difference of the dialects of Lowland and highland 
Lithuanian; but he implied that this should not become an obstacle to teach the Low
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land language (dialect), since Lowlanders and highlanders could easily communicate 
among themselves. as already discussed, Lyatskii could have somewhat mastered 
Panevėžys subdialect when working as a treasurer.

in his review of miliauskas’ Lithuanian Alphabet (1883), according to the pronun-
ciation of the root in the word žąsis (goose), Lyatskii identified three Lithuanian dia-
lects: (1) telšiai dialect that supposedly had a sound [u] (thus, жусисъ); (2) Šiauliai 
dialect with an [a] (thus, жасисъ) and (3) ukmergė dialect with the sound [o] (thus, 
жосисъ). Lyatskii’s approach shows his ability to identify, albeit superficially, some 
features of Lowland, Western, and eastern highland dialects. in Lyatskii’s opinion, 
the variety containing the merged sound <ȯ> (жȯсисъ) generalised the pronunciation 
of all three dialects. in Panevėžys Lyatskii must have been used to the latter form; cf. 
his editing of the teachers’ layer of PM: жансý → жансý (жосу). thus, the most gen-
eral variant was chosen from Panevėžys subdialect. Lyatskii, however, must have 
made a mistake by calling the variety жосисъ as originating from ukmergė; in ukmergė 
the root of žąsis had the sound [u·].

Lyatskii thought that this word in telšiai dialect had [u] (жусисъ). in fact, in the 
town of telšiai the vocalic root was pronounced as [ọn] rather than [u]. however, a 
large number of speakers from around telšiai, who pronounced nom. sg. of žąsis with 
[ọ], due to the regressive assimilation of vowels, produced [u] in acc. sg.: žũs’i. Lyatskii 
may have noticed such pronunciation of northern Lowlanders around telšiai and 
could have chosen it as the basis for telšiai dialect. Lyatskii must have heard other 
Lowland variants of the word žąsis; according to him, some Lithuanians also pro-
nounced жонсисъ, because they tended to add <н> to the vowels <у>, <а> or <о>. that 
was how the word was pronounced in telšiai; but Lyatskii could hardly have local-
ized the variant жонсисъ.

Lyatskii’s classification of dialects was very subjective, clearly Panevėžys-centered; 
it depended both on Lyatskii’s knowledge of the language and his place of resi-
dence.

When translating the text of ivan Pososhkov’s brochure Тевишкас Тестаментас 
Русишкам Карейвюй (“a Father’s testament to a russian soldier,” 1887), a certain 
translator kiškis of ukmergė district left many traces of the so-called eastern highland 
Žadininkai subdialect (in stressed positions the vowel [a] was used instead of [o] that 
was pronounced in many other dialects; cf. дабакис; каки; кажна; недарас; пакалай). 
according to the Atlas of Lithuanian Dialects, in the twentieth century the feature was 
only preserved in the northeastern corner of the vilnius subdialect and some plots of 
the northern part of the anykščiai subdialect, also in the adjacent northern areas of 
utena subdialect. Lyatskii in his comments left on the margins of the proofs labeled 
the dialect as archaic and claimed that three quarters of Lithuania failed to understand 
it. Lyatskii was unable to realize which part of Lithuania used the dialect; he did not 
recognize it and could only guess that it was archaic. Lyatskii could not measure the 
understanding of three quarters of Lithuania; he just thought of a suggestive way to 
criticize the unknown dialect. 

on the other hand, Lyatskii perceived the dialect of ipolit Lyutostanskii (1888) as 
understandable to the whole of Lithuania (except for a word or two) and could ap-
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proximately localize it: he called it of Raseiniai area (россiенскимъ). indeed the language 
of translations by Lyutostanskii had quite a few features of the southern Lowland 
dialect (Dūnininkai); therefore, Lyatskii quite precisely identified them as representing 
Lowlanders and gave them a name according to a larger town of raseiniai. in his 
previous classification (1883) Lyatskii had identified only the telšiai subdialect in the 
Lowland dialect area. it gives us a clue that he improved his dialectal knowledge 
about Lowlanders.

a more or less frequent encounter with various Lithuanian dialects led Lyatskii to 
the idea that students at the Panevėžys teacher training seminary should be taught 
both genetically close dialects—Lowland and highland, rather than just one. in his 
program of 1893, Lyatskii emphasized that because of rather distinct differences be-
tween the dialects (which must have looked less distinct to him in 1873), students 
who knew one dialect should also study the other, at least some vocabulary and a 
couple of other differences. the other dialect for Lyatskii was definitely the Lowland 
dialect.

Despite that in the area of comparative linguistics Lyatskii identified Lithuanian 
with (old) russian (in Lithuanian he discovered hidden russian), practically in a 
classroom his teaching had to be complicated even if because of the differences be-
tween the Lowland and highland dialects.

2.3.5. Morphology, Derivation, and Lexicon

in his reviews, programs, and articles, Lyatskii established some rules of word 
production and word formation. in the program of 1873 he claimed that words denot-
ing agents were characterized by the flexions is or us; instruments were identifiable 
from the flexion as, and products (results of actions) from ims. accordingly, in his 
paper for the ninth congress of archaeologists (1893) Lyatskii claimed that words 
ending in исъ referred to agents: варисъ (the one who drives [something], a shepherd, 
hunter) (from варити). such rules were not sufficiently precise, neither did they con-
form to the contemporary level of linguistic knowledge and research into Lithuanian 
(established, for example, by the grammar of august schleicher in 1856).

Lyatskii discussed the processes of building non-finite verb forms: participles, 
half-participles, gerunds; however, as already mentioned, he did make mistakes when 
using them (2.2.3). Lyatskii referred to gerunds as дѣепричастіе and explained that 
they were made by replacing the infinitival ending -ти with the flexions -ентъ, янтъ 
or онтъ, depending on a dialect (леантъ or леянтъ pouring, верентъ or веронтъ 
cooking; paper for the ninth congress of archaeologists, 1893); also by modifying 
the infinitival т into ентъ (милентъ loving; review of РМ, 1873).

active participles were made, according to him, from gerunds (дѣепричастіe) by 
adding the agent flexion исъ (леантисъ pouring; веронтисъ cooking; paper for the 
ninth congress of archaeologists, 1893).

Lyatskii referred to Lithuanian half-participles as gerunds of frequentative aspect 
(дѣепричастіе многократнаго вида). he did not like the teachers’ translation of the 
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form любя, a russian дѣепричастіе, as a gerund of frequentative aspect миледами 
(when coining the term of the gerund of frequentative aspect, Lyatskii must have confused 
the meanings of two suffixes: the suffix dam of half-participles and the suffix dav of 
the past frequentative tense). Lyatskii was not fully aware of the usage difference of 
gerunds and half-participles (review of PM, 1873).

Lyatskii was able to identify the passive participle падирбтасъ (fake); he attrib-
uted, however, the participle артасъ (plowed), formed according to the same pattern, 
to the derivatives of арть (to plow) (program of 1873).

Lyatskii was right to notice coinciding flexions of the third person for singular and 
plural; according to him, Аре ([he] plows) would be singular, and Жмоне äре (people 
plow) would be plural (program of 1873).

he was also correct claiming that the imperative mood was made from the in-
finitive by replacing т with къ in the singular (не некинкъ do not despise) and with 
кетъ or китъ in the plural (review of PM, 1873).

Lyatskii was good at identifying gender in some words; according to him, the 
flexions асъ and усъ signaled the masculine gender (program of 1873).

some of his remarks on cases are precise, too. For example, Lyatskii suggested that 
the prepositional construction Милема пас лаука should be modified into the con-
struction with locative case: Милема лаукѣ (review of PM, 1873). according to him, 
the instrumental case in Lithuanian was made with the preposition su (with) (program 
of 1873).

Lyatskii also registered the derivatives of the word арть, or rather, all words with 
the root ar: арклисъ, арклюкасъ, арклюкелисъ, аркласъ, аримо, артасъ, артоисъ (pro-
gram of 1873).

Lyatskii also commented on semantic and lexical aspects of the language. in his 
review of PM (1873) to the word written by the teachers гесьміе he added his own 
remark that giesmė (hymn) meant “a spiritual hymn,” whereas the usual song was 
called дайна or дайнушка. Lyatskii criticised the translation of the first line in the 
anthem of the russian empire. he must have misunderstood the sentence Ант гарса 
мумс confusing the words ‘garsas’ (sound, fame) and ‘balsas’ (voice); he recommend-
ed another translation: антъ гарбя мумъ. the anthem, however, was removed from 
the second manuscript altogether.

2.3.6. Distortion of Language facts 

sometimes Lyatskii was led away by his own theories and he proposed the forms 
which were non-existent in dialects. For example, in the program of 1873 Lyatskii 
spelt the Lithuanian word prašyt (to ask) as Прошить. the character <o> was trans-
ferred from the russian word просить. in his review of PM (1873), Lyatskii used the 
non-existent form они ~ anie (they) alluding to the russ. они. Lyatskii also suggested 
that the word apvyniot (to wrap around) should be spelt as обвинёть, since in russian 
it meant “обвинуть.” the Lithuanian prefix ap was replaced by the russian об to 
make it closer to the russian spelling. When editing PM (1875) he applied the same 
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rule to another prefix: he spelt at as om (cf. the russian prefix om): не отсижуредама; 
отсигере; отняше. once he also spelt the prefix iš as the russian из: избѣгаў.

in the program of 1873, Lyatskii modified the word žvaigždė (star) to show that his 
law of “transferrable” consonants worked; according to him, the character <з> should 
“transfer” to <ж> (alongside russ. Звѣзда, Lyatskii included the form Жвéйждасъ ~ 
žveiždas as a more correct form of žvaigždė). in his article on the origin of the name 
Aušros Vartai (1894) he also identified the “more correct” forms ажъ i (alongside ашъ) 
and аужра dawn (alongside ашра).

such examples support inspector roshchin’s opinion that Lyatskii tended to some-
how distort language facts. roshchin noted that Lyatskii wanted to make the learning 
of Lithuanian easier for his students not only by comparing Lithuanian and russian, 
but also by pushing Lithuanian closer to russian.

2.3.7. flexion Confusion

sometimes Lyatskii failed to appropriately use the flexions; he especially happened 
to confuse the grammatical gender, for example, in the program of 1873 he spelt the 
iness. sg. Lietuvoje (in Lithuania) as Летова; he also indicated the location as антъ 
Лётува ~ ant Lietuvą “in Lithuania”. he wrongly used the flexion -e to produce the 
nom. pl. of žmogus (man, human): Жмоне äре (people were plowing). Lyatskii also 
sometimes made mistakes when editing the text of PM (1875): су кудлотомс коемс → 
су кудлотейсъ коейсъ. in his paper for the ninth congress of archaeologists (1893) 
Lyatskii often confused Lithuanian gender-marking flexions, cf.: Сарга (guard); Келе 
(road) (both have inappropriate feminine flexions). Lithuanian forms уласъ, оласъ, 
and аласъ were treated by Lyatskii as the singular of uola (rock), probably due to the 
wrongly added singular masculine flexion. Lyatskii also failed to note difference of 
the words uola (rock) and ola (cave). the masculine gender of darbas (work) was 
wrongly modified into feminine дарба. From Lyatskii’s paper for this congress būtėnas 
had an impression that Lyatskii hardly knew Lithuanian at all.

2.3.8. Standardization of Panevėžys Subdialect?

alongside the forms of Panevėžys subdialect inserted when editing PM (1875), 
Lyatskii made references to this subdialect elsewhere. in his review of PM (1873), he 
spelt the word jau (already) using a single grapheme <ё>; speakers of Panevėžys 
subdialect monophthongized the flexion to [ọ]. in the program of 1873 the Panevėžys 
subdialect form Лятувишкасъ slipped into the text: when quoting the title of МДИ 
(which had the word летýвишкосъ), he inserted <я>, a monophthongized pre-stress 
diphthongoid [ie].

sometimes Lyatskii introduced the forms of Panevėžys subdialect as characteristic 
of Lithuanian in general. For example, in his paper for the ninth congress of archae-
ologists (1893), he wrote that people who herded sheep had been called aviuvariai 
(Авюварей) or simply avariai (Аваре), and added that Lithuanians tended to hide <й> 
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(he meant the monophthongization of [ai] in Аваре of Panevėžys area). affected by 
such reduction of flexions in Panevėžys subdialect in his review of Lyutostanskii’s 
translations (1888) Lyatskii called the non-monophthongized flexion ай as hated by 
the Lithuanians of Panevėžys district. in his review of miliauskas’ Lithuanian Alphabet 
(1883) Lyatskii considered the sound of Panevėžys subdialect <о> [ọ] in the word 
жосисъ as the most acceptable; if Lyatskii had ever thought of standard Lithuanian 
in cyrillic script, he might have promoted the form жосисъ.

When Lyatskii was writing a review of Liaugminas’ calendar (1896), he had already 
lived in Panevėžys for about twenty-eight years; during the period he should have 
learned Panevėžys subdialect much better. he began claiming that the language of 
Panevėžys district was spoken in accordance with grammar: here supposedly the 
diphthong yoa [uo] was distinctly articulated and the nasal sound in word-final posi-
tions was dropped (e.g., Жемайчю иръ летувю календорюсъ rather than Жемайчюнъ 
иръ летувюнъ календорюсъ as given by Liaugminas). by “in accordance with gram-
mar” Lyatskii must have not necessarily meant a particular grammar, rather, a well-
formedness in general (Lyatskii probably failed to notice any major difference between 
Panevėžys subdialect and the grammatical forms used in the grammars by august 
schleicher and mykolas miežinis, which were referred to in his writings). thus, the 
language spoken in Panevėžys, Lyatskii thought, had also to be used for writing, 
because of its grammaticality and regularity. the claim that the language spoken 
around Panevėžys was well-formed is one step to the claim that Panevėžys subdialect 
was the most suitable for standard Lithuanian.

2.3.9. Orthography 

Lyatskii’s orthography as reflected in his editing of PM (1875) was introduced in 
section 2.2.3. the present section focuses on his ideas about spelling that were either 
unique or eventually modified.

<ѣ>. in 1875 Lyatskii spelt the iness. sg. flexion e as <ѣ>; this letter was also some-
times used to spell the diphthongoid [ie]. miliauskas was reproached by Lyatskii 
(1883) for giving preference to <ie> rather than <ѣ> and <e>.

When commenting on the proofs of Pososhkov’s brochure (1887), however, Lyatskii 
claimed the opposite: if the letter <ѣ> was not even needed in russian, why bother 
introducing it in Lithuanian? thus, Lyatskii changed his mind and refused to use the 
character <ѣ> altogether (“Зачемъ буква ѣ?! Вовсѣ ее не нужно”). afterward, in 
neither the texts translated by Lyutostanskii (1888) nor in Liaugminas’ calendar (1896), 
Lyatskii missed <ѣ>; to Liaugminas he even suggested to eliminate it entirely.

<э>. in the manuscript of PM (1875) Lyatskii used <э> to especially mark the first 
component of the diphthongs [ai], [ei] in unstressed positions or in syllables with the 
ascending intonation, and sometimes wrote <э> separately. he resented miliauskas’ 
intention to eliminate the character <э> together with some others (1883).

in the proofs of Pososhkov’s brochure (1887), however, Lyatskii again claimed the 
opposite: the character <э> should be replaced with <e> in all positions (like yat <ѣ>); 
any speaker of Lithuanian would still be able to read the text correctly; non-speakers 
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could not be helped. in this case, Lyatskii appeared as a conceptualizer of the Lithu-
anian script; he thought that there was no need to invent an ideal phonetic alphabet 
marking all shades of pronunciation; the script could be to certain extent approximate, 
arbitrary, generalizing the pronunciation of more than one dialect. in the review of 
Lyutostanskii’s translations (1888) and in the corrections of Lyutostanskii’s manuscript 
of ИУr, however, Lyatskii returned to the character <э>. he also attacked the Latin 
alphabet because of the shortage of grapheme <э> to feature the required sound; this 
was the reason for Lithuanians to replace supposedly inaccurately <э> with <a>. 
Lyatskii again insisted on writing <эй> in diphthongs in unstressed positions or in 
syllables with the ascending intonation; moreover, he suggested that <э> should be 
used to mark the roots (ei-, ein-, and ėj-) of the word eiti (go); the root ei in Panevėžys 
was pronounced as [ai] with the ascending intonation; the spelling of ėj- must have 
been generalized according to ei and ein (with the word initial <э>). in his review 
of Liaugminas’ calendar (1896) Lyatskii adhered to his idea to spell those diphthongs 
with <э>. the only position he did not get back to was the spelling of <э> in non-
diphthongs.

Lyatskii’s hesitation in 1887 and returning to <э> in diphthongs in 1888 may have 
occurred because of two reasons. (1) in 1887 Lyatskii worked with other people (kiškis, 
silvestras baltramaitis, and viktoras aramavičius), which indicates that publishing 
Pososhkov’s brochure probably had not been the task assigned by vilnius education 
District administrators; thus, Lyatskii could have made allowances to the other clients, 
adjusting to the circumstances. (2) at the seminary Lyatskii taught his students from 
PM, in which the grapheme <э> prevailed. to refuse it would have meant refusing 
possibly the most distinct feature of spelling in PM and creating problems for himself 
during his classes (it must have been easier to reject the grapheme yat <ѣ> because it 
was rather rare in PM).

<уо>. in his editing of the PM and in many reviews and articles Lyatskii (like 
other non-native editors kashirin and Levin) used <o> to spell the diphthongoid [uo]. 
in 1896, however, Lyatskii seemed to have realized that in Panevėžys district the 
“merged sound” yoa was very distinct; thus, in his review of Liaugminas’ calendar 
he began using the digraph <yo> (дуота). Following the example of Lithuanians of 
eastern Prussia, Lyatskii even quoted the word in Latin characters with [uo] <ů> 
(důti).

<ё>. Lyatskii insisted that the publishers should use the character of the russian 
alphabet <ё>. in his review of PM (1873) Lyatskii proposed <ё> instead of <io> 
(апвиніоть → обвинёть); the same <ё> had to be used for the word jau (already)—ё. 
he also suggested replacing miliauskas’ ишіокти with ишъёкти (1883). in Pososh-
kov’s brochure Lyatskii wanted <ё> (біок → біёкъ; висакіосе → іо = ё) and complained 
that <ё> was not used even in russian (1887). he approved of Lyutostanskii’s orthog-
raphy and claimed that after having added <ё> “the issue of applying the russian 
alphabet for Lithuanian would be solved” (1888). in his article prepared on the basis 
of his paper for the ninth congress of archaeologists (1893) Lyatskii also used <ё> 
(вайкщёя; билёти). only when writing his review of Liaugminas’ calendar (1896) 
Lyatskii began tolerating the palatalization mark <i> before <o>; thus, he did not reject 
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Liaugminas’ <io> in the word Россіосъ and spelled <io> in the words Меженіо ~ mie-
ži nio and ужъіовіи eliminating <ё>.

<ў>. the belarusian grapheme <ў> used by mikucki and ivinskis was introduced 
at some point by Lyatskii when editing the teachers’ layer of PM. Lyatskii’s arguments 
for using it were provided in the review of miliauskas’ primer (1883). having com-
pared <ў> with the German aŭf and a similar Lithuanian diphthong [au] (даўгъ), 
Lyatskii suggested that <ў> should be synchronized with <й>, another russian char-
acter, also written with the breve diacritic. “Learners of Lithuanian should find it 
easier to read” if two characters with the same diacritic were introduced. Lyatskii 
continued to use the grapheme in Pososhkov’s brochure (Лабяусей → Лабъяўсей; су
нау → сунаў), Lyutostanskii’s ИУr (апаўдава; гаспадораўдава; каўшини), and the review 
of Liaugminas’ calendar. 

the only effort to accept Lyatskii’s diacritical grapheme <ў> was shown by the 
typesetters of the newspaper Виленскій вѣстникъ. When typesetting the text of the 
article on the origin of the name Aušros Vartai (1894), however, they replaced the char-
acter, whose precise type was not available, with a similar one with the inverted breve 
<> (Аштра, ашра).

<н>. Lyatskii had his own theory on nasal vowels in the root. in his review of 
Liaugminas’ calendar (1896) Lyatskii began discussing nasal characters in word-final 
positions. he suggested spelling the sound [n] hidden in any nasal sound as a lower-
case <н>, since the sound was not pronounced in all Lithuanian dialects. this idea 
signaled a turn in Lyatskii’s thinking—he must have accepted, albeit not completely, 
the spelling of the nasal sound <н> in the acc. sg. flexion, although he did not write 
it himself.

The impact of Standard Lithuanian? When Lyatskii started his career as a teacher of 
Lithuanian in 1873, only some Lithuanians might have dreamed about standard 
Lithuanian (in Latin characters). but when Lyatskii resigned in 1895, there was hard-
ly anyone able to read Lithuanian who did not know about the nascence of a common 
written standard. in his last review of Liaugminas’ calendar (1896) Lyatskii modified 
his proposals on orthography: he accepted <н> in word-final positions; he used the 
tautosyllabic digraph <io> (i.e., <i>, to mark the palatalized consonants), and refused 
<ё>; he also introduced <yo> to spell the (stressed) diphthongoid [uo] replacing the 
previously used <o>. Lyatskii’s developing linguistic views might have been influenced 
by the just evolved standard Lithuanian in Latin characters; all the above cases of 
tolerance and modification were also features of standard Lithuanian, albeit in an-
other alphabet (the nasal characters <ą>, <ę>, <į>, <ų>; the marker of softness <i>; the 
digraph <uo>). thus, it was not Lyatskii’s orthographic norms that became accepted, 
but rather the accepted standard Lithuanian influenced Lyatskii.

2.3.10. Lithuanian Publications in Latin Script
Lyatskii was not only aware of the illegal Lithuanian publications in Latin charac-

ters, he has also received a task to secretly translate two issues of the newspaper 
Auszra, priest aleksandras burba’s writings (1886), and the brochure Praneszimai lie
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tuviszkos draugystēs “Byrutēs” (1893) into russian for the administrators of the empire 
to be able to access the content of the texts.

Lyatskii himself did not ignore illegal publications in Latin characters. For ex-
ample, in his paper for the ninth congress of archaeologists (1893) Lyatskii gave 
exactly the same etymology of the words Perkūnas and Perūnas as earlier was published 
by simonas Daukantas (treated them as related to the word perėti [to hatch]). the 
proposed etymology of the word germanai (Germanic tribes) by Lyatskii was also 
equivalent to Daukantas’ one (derived it from the word giria [forest, wood]). both 
etymologies could have been adopted from Daukantas’ book Budą SenowęsLëtuwiû 
Kalnienû ir Źamajtiû (“character of the old Lithuanians: highlanders and Lowland-
ers,” 1845). 

When editing the manuscript of PM Lyatskii used the word gintuvė (fortress). he 
also included it into his paper for the ninth congress of archaeologists (1893). the 
word could have been taken from the writings of konstantinas sirvydas, simonas 
Daukantas or Dionizas Poška. since Daukantas’ and Poška’s texts with gintuvė were 
only available in the manuscript format, Lyatskii must have adopted it from sirvydas’ 
dictionary Dictionarium Trium Linguarum (“Dictionary of three Languages,” 1713).

in his last review of Liaugminas’ calendar, Lyatskii openly referred to two Lithu-
anian grammars in Latin script. reference to august schleicher’s grammar (1856) was 
made for the patronymic suffixes, explaining why Александровичъ could not be trans-
lated as Александрайтисъ. Lyatskii may have also adopted schleicher’s definition of 
the diphthongoid [uo] ‘ôa’; eventually, he started promoting the diphthongoid yoa 
[uo]. From mykolas miežinis’ grammar (1886) Lyatskii quoted the name of the locative 
case (“vetinis, арбо localis”). both grammars written in Latin characters were quoted 
by Lyatskii as authoritative sources.

thus, Lyatskii read Lithuanian texts in Latin characters for curiosity; he at least 
made use of sirvydas’ dictionary, Daukantas’ Būdas, and the grammars by schleicher 
and miežinis.

2.4. Programs of Teaching Lithuanian
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, Lithuanian was taught at the Panevėžys 

teacher training seminary at least in three ways. at the beginning, until the teacher 
Lyatskii was selected in January 1873, the vilnius education District overseer ser-
gievskii allowed those students who knew Lithuanian to teach those who did not. in 
February, however, the minister of education banned such teaching methodology. 
When already engaged as a teacher, Lyatskii prepared his first program of teaching 
Lithuanian (1873), which required that Lithuanian should be taught for half an hour 
between lunch and the classes after lunch. three grades (except for the beginner grade) 
were learning together. the third way of teaching should have been employed after 
Lyatskii and Poidėnas had prepared a new program of teaching Lithuanian (1893). 
the beginner and first, second and third graders were to separately have two classes 
of Lithuanian per week. the classes had to be scheduled during the usual class time, 
not during the breaks.
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the program of 1873 was the first program of teaching Lithuanian officially ap-
proved by the education system of the russian empire in kaunas province (and the 
north-western region of russia). it thus made Lyatskii the founder of the official 
teaching theory of Lithuanian in the north-western region.

the program of 1893, prepared in collaboration with andrius Poidėnas, took sev-
enteen pages (cf. slightly more than three pages in the previous program). an obvious 
difference between the two programs: a large scope of grammatical materials in the 
new program. Generally, the presentation of the theory seems to be rather consistent 
and motivated; it starts with simpler and continues with more complex grammatical 
features. alongside the comparison with russian, both programs give attention to 
grammar, exercises (oral and written), and especially translation into Lithuanian. in 
1884 sergievskii appreciated the translation skills of the seminary graduates: one of 
them translated into Lithuanian and prepared for publication konstantin ushinskii’s 
Родное Слово (“native Word”).

upon the completion of the program of 1893, a seminary graduate had to possess 
Lithuanian skills, which would be equivalent to those that have been gained by a 
Lithuanian learner of russian from nikolai bunakov’s primer of russian Азбука и 
Уроки Чтенія Русскаго и ЦерковноСлавянскаго (“an alphabet and reading Lessons 
of russian and church slavonic”). the seminary graduate should have learned the 
sections of the russian textbook translated into Lithuanian, which afterwards would 
be used in his classes with Lithuanian students, and not more. an essentially up-
dated program of teaching Lithuanian did not raise more ambitious aims of teaching 
Lithuanian than before.

3. andrius poidėnas

andrius Poidėnas, adomas’ son, was born november 26, 1859, in the village of 
Gerultiškis, Parovėja county (to the north-east of biržai), and baptized orthodox in 
opochka (now Pskov province, russia). he studied in Panevėžys teacher training 
seminary (1874–1878), worked as a teacher at schools in Šaukėnai (1878–1880), kuršėnai 
(1880–1883), Panevėžys–Piniava (1883–1887), viekšniai (1887–1888), and finally, at the 
Panevėžys teacher training seminary (1889–1901), where he was promoted by ser-
gievskii, overseer of the vilnius education District. before that, he had passed the ex-
aminations of a district teacher of the russian language and literature. after Lyatskii 
left the seminary, Poidėnas replaced him as a teacher of Lithuanian (1895–1901). he 
took efforts to find a job at the ministry of internal affairs (1896), since the teacher’s 
job had a bad effect on his health, or so he claimed (according to director ivan belya ev, 
Poidėnas’ nerves were frayed in fact and the illness attained a formidable form). 
Poidėnas, however, did not change his job. in Panevėžys, nociagala, and krekenava 
his brother vasilijus Poidėnas worked as a police officer, who from november 1, 1929, 
received a special knygnešiai (book carriers) pension (he had actually pretended he 
did not notice book carriers’ activities). andrius Poidėnas died august 24, 1901, after 
being paralyzed; he is buried in the orthodox cemetery in Panevėžys.
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Poidėnas’ work in the area of Lithuanian studies did not last as long and was less 
extensive than Lyatskii’s. Poidėnas collected Lithuanian letters written in the cyrillic 
alphabet, and thus earned sergievskii’s benevolence. in 1887 Poidėnas and Lyatskii 
met with privatdozent of st. Petersburg university eduard Wolter in Panevėžys. the 
latter gave a much higher evaluation to Poidėnas’ knowledge of Lithuanian than 
Lyatskii’s, since Poidėnas was a native Lithuanian. together with Lyatskii, Poidėnas 
read the proofs of Pososhkov’s brochure (1887). it seems that Poidėnas only used 
proofreader’s marks in the second section of Календориус Свецну Целу Мету (“a cal-
endar of the holidays of the Whole year”). the data available from his marks is insuf-
ficient to be able to decide the quality of his Lithuanian; it can only be pointed out 
that, unlike Lyatskii, he did not disapprove of the grapheme yat <ѣ> (cf. Попіещиус → 
Попѣльчусъ ash Wednesday). Lyatskii did not finish proofreading Lyutostanskii’s 
translation of Lev tolstoi’s short story Кауказа Невальникасъ (“the Prisoner of cau-
casus,” 1890) because of numerous errors left at the printing house; afterwards, how-
ever, the translation was accurately proofread by Poidėnas. together with Lyatskii, 
Poidėnas prepared the second program of teaching Lithuanian (1893; see 2.4).

in 1899 Poidėnas was to revise two Lithuanian manuscripts received from ser-
gievskii: nikolai Gogol’s play Wedding, translated by Liudvikas Jakavičius, and Juo-
zapas miliauskas’ primer Буквінісъ (“alphabet”). 

Jakavičius had considerably shortened Gogol’s Wedding, transferred its action from 
st. Petersburg to Panevėžys, to ramygala street, and the main characters were changed 
into the concrete local personalities of Panevėžys. such transformation was called by 
Poidėnas an immodest openness; he was categorically against staging the play. 
Poidėnas did not even mention the Lithuanian language or spelling of the manuscript 
(the Wedding must have been written in Latin, rather than cyrillic, script; Poidėnas 
did not need to review the banned orthography).

miliauskas’ attempt to invent a script for Lithuanians in the manuscript of Буквінісъ, 
in Poidėnas opinion, came rather late: Lithuanian books had long been published in 
russian alphabet (PM); russian characters were so convenient that “Lithuanians and 
Lowlanders” most widely used them for writing private letters in their native dialect. 
miliauskas’ spelling was interpreted by Poidėnas as an attempt to facilitate the isola-
tion of Lithuanians from the major layers of population (russians) in the empire. 
Poidėnas claimed that the grapheme <i> should not replace the russian <и>, <е> and 
<й> (the words Буквінісъ, еіну were supposedly spelt wrong). Poidėnas recommend-
ed that the russian characters should be used and not discarded; he even suspected 
that miliauskas might have cheated: at the beginning of Буквінісъ he listed all russian 
characters but in the following texts skipped <ы>, <э>, <ѳ>, and <ѵ>. Poidėnas disliked 
miliauskas’ preference of non-russian way in spelling Lithuanian words whose roots 
had been as if of the same origin as russian, for example, торѣлка (russ. тарелка), 
дѣна (rus. день). again, it might signal that Poidėnas did not adopt Lyatskii’s ap-
proach to avoid the yat <ѣ>, and continued krečinskis’ and kashirin’s tradition.

Poidėnas was inclined to give more attention to the cultural aspects of the textbook 
rather than spelling. according to him, miliauskas was willing for each Lithuanian 
to have a textbook so that he/she could learn to read and write. thus, Буквінісъ had 



to be used at home. at this point, Poidėnas saw danger for the public (russian) school. 
to provide family schools with primers would mean acknowledging that those schools 
were legal. Poidėnas also did not like that miliauskas encouraged creation of Lithu-
anian literature. Lithuanian literature, albeit written in russian characters, was sup-
posedly dangerous for the policy of the russian empire that promoted closeness of 
Lithuanians to russians, whereas the native Lithuanian literature would rather es-
trange Lithuanians from russians. Poidėnas generally referred to Lithuanians as 
people of “foreign origin” (инородцами). in this way, he emphasized his identification 
with the official discourse of the russian national policy. Poidėnas approved the idea 
of the assimilation of Lithuanians; according to būtėnas, Poidėnas failed to understand 
the aspirations of the Lithuanian nation.

the final conclusion made by Poidėnas about miliauskas’ Буквінісъ was abso-
lutely negative. but even sergievskii found Poidėnas’ opinion too strict. he asked 
inspector odintsov for another review, who expressed an idea that such a primer 
could help Lithuanians adjust and get used to the russian script. Finally, sergievskii 
recommended Буквінісъ for publication; before that, its spelling had to be adjusted 
to PM, also some short stories had to be skipped or replaced. Poidėnas appeared to 
be the most conservative of all; differently from Poidėnas, it is not only Lyatskii start-
ed to modify his cyrillic orthography of Lithuanian (rejected <ѣ>, partially also <ё>, 
limited the usage of <э>), but even sergievskii began to promote the “illegal” way of 
learning at home.

the scope of attention given by Poidėnas and Lyatskii to the Lithuanian language 
and orthography was different. in Jakavičius’ or miliauskas’ manuscripts Poidėnas 
first of all saw the methodology, teaching content, goals, and political aspects rather 
than the Lithuanian language. Poidėnas was a native Lithuanian; he was not particu-
larly interested, however, in the history of Lithuanian. Lyatskii’s knowledge of Lithu-
anian was limited, but he was very enthusiastic about using it and learning about it 
more. according to būtėnas, Poidėnas did not use any comparative method; in his 
classes Poidėnas used the same PM, conjugated and declined Lithuanian words, trans-
lated the primer of russian. in his classes Poidėnas, differently from Lyatskii, did not 
speak Lithuanian.

4. Conclusion

kashirin, Lyatskii, and Poidėnas left this world at the turn of the nineteenth cen-
tury. they did not have an opportunity to see the abolition of the prohibition of 
Latin characters in 1904. the impact of the language or spelling used in the textbooks 
МДИ or РМ was minimal if present. in 1904 the official cyrillic script, without having 
left a more lingering trace, was replaced with standard Lithuanian in Latin letters. 






